
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of management
coordinator. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this
is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for management coordinator

Processes daily wires/ach, transfers, for AP, payroll, interest, taxes, or debt
repayments, , cash movement for investments
Recording of all cash activity to the GL by creating and entering various
journal entries
Maintain and update project plan documentation to keep the project on task
and on target
Track and report out on pending issues, tasks and milestones for executive
review
Schedule and coordinate project meetings with necessary stakeholders
Aid in the creation of system process, design and use strategy under
advisement of project teams
Under the direction of the project lead, develop user acceptance testing plan
for system sign-off
Manages logistics and related support for strategic employer recruiting
events and programs, including new initiatives and partnerships on-going
departmental events
Responsible for adherence to contract service, operations, and performance
specifications, financial & technical metrics specific to contract
Client feedback calls to ascertain reference/recommendations for
redeployment of service, uploading candidate profiles to candidate database,
maintaining data quality and integrity
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Hold a four year college or university degree with a technical focus
Bachelor's Degree or equivalent and minimum of 2 years' experience in an
administrative support position
Performs related assignments as required in the daily operation of the
department
Previous knowledge gained within a similar program / project management
role preferable
Knowledge of custom software and integration & configuration management
throughout the full life cycle Arch-design-integration-implementation and
support
Exposed to Hardware and Software integration and release management
approach to firmware, application and telecommunication items & packages


